
Surah Al-Baqarah Ayaat 1-5
Total Ayaat: 286
Total Words: 25,500
"Al-Baqarah" Literally means "The Cow"
Named after the Story of the Cow. (67-73)

Word Analysis: 

   Alif, Lam, Meem: One of the Huruf-e-Muqatta'at--which means the disjointed letters. How are they cut? In the sense that 
you read them separately. Not together. Just as you read the alphabet. Witten together but not pronounced together. 
Linguistically--they do not have a meaning. For example, (ba) in Arabic (the letter) has 17 different meanings. But, these three 
letters together do not have a linguistic meaning. How come there is something in the Qur'an without meaning? Because they 
have a purpose. Nothing in the Qur'an is meaningless. What is that purpose? The scholars have suggested that these letters are 
there to prove the miraculous nature of the Qur'an. There is an ayah that always exalts the status of the Qur'an (ie: the next 
ayah). Another reason given by the scholars: to alert the reader. There is a madd on the lam and the meem, it alerts a listener. 
29 surah's begin with huruf-e-muqata'at. 

•
Ayah 1

     
   Thalika: That. Word used to point towards something. You use 'this' when something is near. Used for something that is far. 

Why is 'that' used and not 'this'? Used to exalt the thing that is being pointed at. 'That Book, of such a high status'. In order to 
show that the Qur'an is not an ordinary Book. 

•

Root: Kaaf-Taa-Baa. Kataba. Means to write something. Kitab is that which is written, recorded. Katb means to gather 
together. In a book, many concepts, topics, sentences are joined together. Al-Kitab. Al is used to make a noun proper, 
specific. This Qur'an. Also means (Al), the entire Qur'an. 

           Kitaabu: •

   La. Not. La is used for negation. It means no, not. •

Root: Ra-baa-yaa. What kind of doubt is rayb? Used for such a doubt that makes a person restless. Always anxious, not at 
peace. Mental unrest. Allah says that this Book is free of that doubt. 

       Rayba. Any doubt. •

      Fee Hee. In it. Fee-in. Hee-it. Two words. 'It' refers to the Book. There is no doubt that this Book is from Allah. There is also 
no doubt in anything in the Qur'an. Never for a moment doubt that something in the Qur'an is not fact. It is all fact and it will 
all happen. 

•

Root: Ha-daal-yaa. To show the way, help them on that way, and get them to their destination. This Book shows the clear 
way and if you remain on the path that it prescribes, you will (bi'ithnillah) reach the final destination--Allah's pleasure and 
Jannah. Ie: a GPS. You follow it all the way, you don't follow halfway and stop. 

     Hudal. A guidance. This Book is a guidance. •

Root: Wow-qaaf-yaa. Ruqaya: to take a shield. Protection from something. This is was taqwa--the feeling/protection that 
saves one from sinning/disobeying Allah. If a person disobeys Allah (knowingly) you are inviting the punishment of Allah. 
Taqwa is two things: Out of fear of Allah>> one obeys Allah. What are the characteristics of a Muttaqi'? Next ayah..

              : Lil Muttaqeen. Li-for. Al-the. Muttaqeen: plural of Mutatqi'--one who takes a shield to protect himself from committing 
sins and disobeying Allah, and thus inviting the pleasure of Allah. 

•

Ayah 2

         Allatheena: Those who.  •

Root: hamza-meem-noon. Mu'min (believer), Iman (faith). Yu'minoona comes from Iman. 'They have faith" What is Iman 
(faith)? 
Tasdeeq bil qalb: To affirm something in the heart to be true. Al-haq. 1.
Iqra' bil lisaan: To say it with the tongue (shahada)2.
'Amal bil Jawarih: Manifests into worship--action. 3.

            Yu'minoona: They believe.•

Root: Ghayn-yaa-baa. Gheeba: backbiting. When a person is not there, and then he is spoken bad about. Ghayb is that 
which is unseen, absent. Refers to all that is beyond and hidden from the human senses. Can hear, touch, smell, see, feel. 
Ghayb of two types:
General ghayb: don't know what is happening next door. 1.
Specific ghayb: the unseen. The angels, the jinn, Allah. Qiyama. 2.
Allah says they believe in the specific ghayb. That which we have not seen, but we are required to believe in it. (Allah, 
angels, jinn, jannah, hell fire). 

            Bilghaybi: With the unseen. Bi-with Al-the Ghaybi-the unseen.•

Root: Qaaf-wow-meem. Comes from Iqama-means to make something stand straight. Also applies to establishing 
             Wayuqeemoona: Wa-and. Yuqeemoona: They perfectly establish. •
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Root: Qaaf-wow-meem. Comes from Iqama-means to make something stand straight. Also applies to establishing 
something, to perfect something as it should be established. 

Root: Saad-laam-yaa.  Means to burn. Connection: Salah burns or extinguishes the sins of a person. When gold is burned, 
it is purified. 

         Assalata: The Salaat. (prayer). What kind of prayer. Salaah does not refer to just raising yourhands up for du'a. It refers to 
the ritual Salah. It is a prayer that is performed in a specific way. Du'a is not established. Salah is established, has a certain time 
and procedure.

•

       Wamimma: Wa-and; Min-from; Ma-what. Three words. Pronounced: wa mimma. Tashdeed on the meem. •

Root: Raa-zaa-qaaf. Rizq: means every beneficial thing. Different things that living things need in order to survive. Ie: fish 
need water. Animals need grass. People need food, shelter, air. Rizq includes everything.--Provision. Rizq is of two types:
Tangible: food, air, ground, bed, family, physical rizq, skill, talent, money, 1.
Intangible: Iman, time. 2.

              Razaq'nahum: We have provided them. Razaq-Rizq; Na-We; Hum-Them. •

Root: Noon-faa-qaaf. Nafaq. Infaq means to spend. Nafaq is from the same root: which means a  hole. What's the 
connection with infaq. If there is a whole in something, whatever is inside will come out. 'There is a whole in my pocket'. 
They spend. They don't hold or store their rizq. They spend in the way of Allah, on themselves, their families, charity. It 
doesn't mean they literally have a whole in their pocket. It means that they are not greedy people. They spend. When they 
have something, they use it and spend where it has to be spend. They are moderate in their spending. 

           Yun fiqoon: They spend. They don't just hoard all the rizq Allah has blessed them with (listed above), rather they spend 
from that which they have, whatever it may be and however much it may be. 

•

           Walladheena: And those who. •
            Yu'minoona:They believe•
     Bima: In what bi-with; ma-what•

Root: Noon-zaa-laam. Tanzil: One of the descriptive names of the Qur'an (the revelation; that which has been sent down). 
Nazala means to come down from above. To descend. It was up, then it was sent down.

      
  Unzila: It was sent down. •

          Ilayka: Two words. Ilay-to; ka-you. You refers to Rasulullah (Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam). These people, they believe in what 
was sent down (Qur'an) to the Prophet (S). 

•

     Wama: and what •
      

  Unzila: it was revealed. Meaning-and they also believe in that which was revealed... •
   Min: from •

Root: Qaf-baa-laam: Qiblah is from the same root (in front of us). Qabl--in front, before. Qabl is used for something 
before in time or in place. (ie: this table is before me; or that happened before). Here it is referring to the previous Books 
that were revealed. (ie: Torah, Zabur, Injeel, and the many others we do not know of). These people, the believe in this 
Book (Qur'an) and all the previous books as well. 

         Qab'lik: before you. Two words: Qabl and ka. •

Root: hamza-kha-raa: akhirah literally means that which comes later, that which will come at the end. Compared to where 
we are right now, once the dunya are over, then the hereafter begins. Everything from the moment of death for eternity. 
Death>questioning in the grave>Qiyamah>Jannah and Naar>Eternity. Akhirah includes all of this. From the moment of 
death onwards. 

              Wabil akhirathi: And in the Hereafter. Wa-and; bi-with; al-the; akhirah-hereafter. •

     Hum: These people (who believe in the mentioned characteristics)•

Root: Yaa-qaf-noon. From the word Yaqeen--to know something for sure. Firm belief. Knowledge or belief that is free of 
any doubt. 

           Yuqinoon: They believe firmly; they have an attitude of certainly not an attitude of maybe. It will definitely happen. Some 
say it is safer to believe in heaven and hell because it might happen. But these people here have certainty in it. 

•

Ayah 4

           Waulaaika: And those people. Ulaaika is the plural of thaalika. Why is 'those' used and not these? Previously we mentioned 
that 'those' is also used to exalt status. Allah is exalting the status of those people who believe in the unseen, in the Qur'an, in 
the books that were sent before, who establish the Salah, and spend from their rizq. Because of these things, they have a high 
status. They are honorable in the sight of Allah. 

•

       'Ala: Upon. Remember: alayhim..•
     Hudan: Guidance--Hidaya. Allah says, such people are on hidaya meaning that they are journying on the path of guidance 
and they are firm on that path. 

•

   Min: From•
         Rabbihim: Their Rabb. How are they on that path of guidance? It is from their Rabb. This is tawfeeq from their Rabb. Rabb 
is used here. Remember Rabb is of two types: General: Rabb of everyone and Specific: Rabb, caretaker of the believers. Here, 
that specific Rabb is mentioned. He has given them the tawfiq and hidaya. 

•

             Waulaaika: And those (those used to honor them again) •
     Hum: They (only) Hum is mentioned for the purpose of emphasis and also to say that it is 'only such'. For specification 
purposes. Only such people are successful. Even if you are missing one of the above characteristics, you cannot be successful. 

•

Ayah 5
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purposes. Only such people are successful. Even if you are missing one of the above characteristics, you cannot be successful. 
Iman, Salah, etc. as mentioned above. 

Root: Faa-laam-haa: Falah--means success. What kind of success is Fallah? Another word from the same root is Fallah. Lah
is used for a farmer. He works very hard every day. Toils. Leave early and spend the entire day on the farm, working like 
clockwork. Falah is success that a person achieves after having put in effort, after having struggled, suffered. These people
Allah mentions work their entire lives, they don't take a break. Like the farmer, these believers have to wait for their 
reward in the hereafter. How are they successful? They enter Jannah and will be saved from the Hell fire. 

               Al Muflihoon: Attain success. Al Muflihoon is the plural of Muflih--one who has attained success. •

Tafseer

Rasulullah (Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam) named Surah Al-Baqarah and Sura Al-e-Imarn “The two most Shining lights” in a hadith 
narrated by Abdullah bin Buraydah from his father that the Prophet (SAW) said: “Learn Surah Al-Baqarah and Al-Imran 
because they are two lights and the shade their people on the Day of Resurrection, just as two clouds, two spaces of shade or
two lines of (flying) birds.” 

•

Shaytan does not enter the house where Surah Al-Baqarah is recited. (hadith)•
Longest surah of Qur'an. 2 and half juz. •
Madani Surah. After Hijrah. •

Written together but pronounced separately. ○

Called Huruf-e-Muqatta'at--the disjointed letters. ○

What is the purpose? Many opinions but the most sound opinion is that of Ibn Taymiyya (Rahimahullah). That these 
letters are to show the Arabs that the Qur'an is made up of their own language. The words are the same as their words, yet 
the Qur'an is inimitable in every way (style, prose, etc.) These letters show the miraculous nature of the Qur'an. 

○

Allah's secret in the Qur'an are these letters. Here to astound the reader, to alert the reader. ○

Reading each letter of the Qur'an is 10 rewards. *SubhanAllah* moment. ○

Alif Laam Meem. •

Ayah 1:    

There is no doubt that this Book is from Allah. So once it is established that this Book is from Allah, then that means that there 
is also no doubt in the contents of this Book. Why was this said in the beginning? So that the reader is at ease, knowing that 
there is absolutely no doubt meaning, enabling them to believe and act upon the path it prescribes. 

•

Go to any Christian scholar. They will never be able to tell you that everything in their Bible is a 100% correct or completely 
from Allah. No religion other than Islam is 100% authentic or from its original source. No human can ever say that whatever 
they have written in a book is doubt free. 

•

No one in Rasulullah (Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam) time knew that the earth and the sky were first together, and then Allah 
separated them (in Qur'an). Today, science has come up with the Big Bang theory. 

•

When you look at Hadith and Qur'an, there is a huge difference. One who knows even a little bit of Arabic can easily see that. 
They are completely different in style, prose, tone. 

•

Try to carry a Qur'an with you wherever you go. If you see someone showing even a little bit of interest in Islam, donate it in 
Allah's path and perhaps he may become Muslim bi'ithnillah. The first thing he/she will read is that there is no doubt in this 
book. Before that moment, he/she has never read anything like that in a book. In the preface of ay book, the write always 
apologizes for his/her mistakes. 

•

Original Qur'an is in Lawhal Mahfooz--in the 7th heaven. Surah Buruj Ayah 21-22. Preserved slate. Surah 'Abasa Ayah 16--the 
second copy is with the Angels. 3rd copy is with us. SubhanAllah, what an honor that we have a Book that is in the 7th heaven
and with the angels. 

•

If you are with someone who you trust fully, being with them brings you peace. Similarly, knowing that this Book is pure and 
true, no doubt, so it also brings peace. 

•

We should not say author for the Qur'an. There is nothing like Allah. We should say Allah sent down the Qur'an. •
Also since the Qur'an is from Allah's knowledge, it is complete. No editions. People cannot disprove it, rather it is being proved 
in every single way. 

•

Who are the Muttaqin? Those who save themselves from sin and whatever leads to sin in order to obey Allah out of fearing the 
punishment of Allah. Remember two types of guidance: hidaya irshad-knowledge and hidaya tawfeeq-implementation. The 
Muttaqeen get the specific hidaya.

•

Levels of taqwa. The more taqwa a person has, the more guidance he gets. Because he wants more, he wants to learn and act 
more. Surah Maryam Ayah 76: Allah will increase those in guidance with guidance. Circle of guidance taqwa. 

•

There are many Arabs who know the language of the Book, but they act contrarily. Or there may be a scholar who knows so 
much yet does not act. So it is based on the person. Tawfiq, and the desire to learn and act does not enter the heart for some. 
Only for those who want it. We should ask ourselves. What do you want? Knowledge or Tawfiq. The tawfiq to implement. Ask 
Allah for tawfiq. It depends on the niyyah that one comes with. Everyone does not read Qur'an to act upon or get hidaya. Some
people read just for thawab or barakah. Some only read it to disprove, and they are always repeatedly unsuccessful. 

•

Think of a GPS. Sometimes, people don't listen to it. They ignore it. It says to turn left, they don't. It says to turn right, they 
don't. Others, they listen to it. They are willing to try it. Same information but depending on the driver, they act different. 
Those who are truthful in their search, Allah will ease the path for them. 

•

Ayah 2:                                                           
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Those who are truthful in their search, Allah will ease the path for them. 
Al Ghayb: specifically that is unseen that Allah requires us to believe in. (Allah, Angels, Books, Rusools, Akhirah, 
Predestination) Taqwa is a fruit of Iman.

•

They also establish the Salah by fulfilling its pillars and conditions. What conditions do they fulfill? Praying on time, face 
qiblah, purity, attire, pray according to Sunnah, give each arkaan of Salah it's right. 

•

Two meaning of Salah. Prayer and to pray as one should pray in a prescribed manner with certain conditions. Ritual salah as 
prescribed by the Sunnah. Does not mean and ordinary prayer or du'a. "Pray as you have seen me (Rasulullah Salallahu Alayhi 
Wasallam) pray". (hadith)

•

A dictionary is not a source of tafseer of Qur'an. There is 'usool al Tafseer. Islam gave special meanings to certain terms. Like 
any subject, there is Islamic terminology. 

•

And they spend out of what Allah has provided for them. Meaning ALL beneficial things Allah has blessed them with. Spending 
wealth of three types:

•

Zakat Wajiba: (Fardh, obligatory charity)1.
Assadaqat Mustahabba: Charity that is light (done out of one's own good will. Donations to masjid, project, charity, school, 
institute, poor, needy)

2.

Nafaqat Laazima: Spending that is necessary. It is a responsibility on a person. (ie: A man spending on his wife and family, also 
Mahr for a wife)

3.

Conditions for giving out of wealth:
There can be no extravagance. 1.
You do not give everything and you do not keep everything for yourself2.
Give in moderation. Spend everywhere. Do not spend excessively but moderately and spend on yourself. Everything we have is 
from Allah. Time, talent, wealth, skills, success, food, clothing, shelter, love, family, etc. We show gratitude for these things by 
spending from what Allah has given us. Sadaqa does not reduce wealth. Surah Furqan Ayah 62

3.

Look at the progression of the characteristics that were mentioned. First the heart, then Salah, then nafaqat (as they apply to 
wealth). All the qualities mentioned show that Islam is not just one thing, rather it is in all parts of life. Your heart (inner self), 
your actions (Salah, Zakah), and your Mu'amalat (your dealing with others). Iman must manifest in action. Follow the ahkaam 
commanded by Allah. 

•

Ayah 3:                                                                                         

And who believe in what has been revealed to you (Rasulullah Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam). What is it referring to? The Qur'an 
and what else was revealed, hadith (the ayah say bima unzila--whatsoever was revealed to the Prophet (S) ie: the hukum to face 
Bait-ul-Maqdis before facing Makkah. These are foundin hadith. We must believe in Qur'an AND Sunnah.). And what was 
revealed before you: Books, Scriptures. Torah, Gospal, Injeel. They also affirm and acknowledge that the previous books were 
from Allah. 

•

And of the hereafter, they are certain in faith. The believe with certainty and conviction in the Day of Judgment. Higher than 
knowledge. 

•

Jews, they stop believing at Musa (AS). Christians, they stop believing at Eesa (AS), Mustims--we believe in All the Prophets 
(Peace be upon them). So who is more 'open minded'? 

•

Conviction in the hereafter--leads the Muttaqi' to avoid sin. Wants guidance from Allah.•
What does akhirah include? Everything after here. The second you leave the dunya--death. The grave, the questioning, the hasr, 
the scales, the sirat, Jannah, Naar. They have conviction in all of this and no doubt whatsoever. And because they have full 
belief in all this, his actions change. He will adopt the above qualities. 

•

"Begin with the end in mind"--Quality of successful people. •
People are bored because they thing life is about entertainment. They always want more but at some point, there is no more. If 
you want more, you need to work for something outside the dunya...which is the akhirah. Dunya will end. Akhira is for eternity. 

•

If we spend our life going after everything that looks pretty, we will not achieve the purpose of our life and the whole thing will 
go to waste. You will toil through life no matter what so why not toil and struggle in Allah's cause, hoping for reward. 

•

Successful people do not make excuses in life. •

Ayah 4:                                                  
                       

                               

Those are upon the right guidance. They have the knowledge and they have implemented. They have achieved their goal in 
dunya which was hidaya--knowledge and action. 

•

They are the ones who attained success.•
Who is a Muflih? Falah--to achieve after putting in effort. Fallah-the one who works on a field. •
Successful in dunya--their du'a was accepted. They adopted certain qualities. Yearned for hidaya (goal 1) and attained ultimate 
success (goal 2). Falah--complete success. No success in dunya is complete. Ultimate goal should be Jannah. We must aim high. 
That's why we ask for Sirat-ul-Mustaqeem because this is the path that leads to Jannah. 

•

Human beings always want more. Part of nature. But this dunya can't offer that. There are limits. Jannah is all about more. No 
end to happiness. No boredom in Jannah. 

•

When you aim for akhira, dunya comes on your way. •
Right at the beginning of the Qur'an has shown mankind how to be successful. Look at Allah's mercy SubhanAllah. He 
azzawajal has given us the recipe, the directions, everything we need to attain Jannah. 

•

Ayah 5:                          
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azzawajal has given us the recipe, the directions, everything we need to attain Jannah. 
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